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PRICE GUIDE
B - Under ฿500
BB - ฿500 - ฿1,000
BBB - ฿1,000 - ฿1,500
BBBB - ฿1,500 +
Approximate price per person, include appetizer, main course &
dessert
DISCLAIMER:
At the time of research, the restaurants were fully operational,
EXO Travel cannot be held responsible for any changes in
opening times, phone numbers or adjustments to the prices or
content in the restaurant guide
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DINING ON THE ROCKS

WHY GO?
The Signature restaurant of Six Senses Samui, Dining on the Rocks, has set new standards for innovative food concepts, great service
and of course that famous view and atmosphere. The cuisine is distinctively different and refers to it as New Asian Cuisine with a cross
over accent. The architecture is unique and consists of nine terraced decks of weathered teak and bamboo combining open air and
covered seating areas. The view is an uninterrupted 270 degree view of the surrounding islands and Gulf of Siam.

FULLMOON

WHY GO?
Experience the signature char grill restaurant, on an elegant and intimate, al fresco deck overlooking the resort’s charming lily pond
garden and shoreline infinity pool. Discover cooking that creates a personalised and innovative dining journey, with an expert salt guru
offering a refined and flavour enhancing experience.
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JAHN

WHY GO?
Dine on ultra-fine Thai cuisine in opulent style at Conrad Koh Samui's culinary crown jewel. Enjoy prime imported ingredients infused
with traditional Thai herbs and spices, and superb vintage pairings for unforgettable gastronomic experience. Jahn offers a
contemporary Thai cuisine, set overlooking the resort and the moon lit waters of the Gulf of Thailand.

TREE TOPS SKY DINING

WHY GO?
The uniqueness of the position of the restaurant is perched among the trees giving it a romantic and exclusive dining experience which
the restaurant pays a lot of attention to every detail, including personalized music at each table. Diners can enjoy a menu inspired by
the Chefs that they carefully select high quality ingredients along with a selection of wine.
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ZAZEN

WHY GO?
A hidden oasis of Moroccan flavoured mystique, flickering candlelight and decorated lanterns which large drape curtains to create an
exotic charm to the romantic beachfront restaurant. The menu is a combination of East-meets-West cuisine such as the lobster ravioli
with foie gras and a tamarind sauce or the Waygu beef with wasabi and tomato compote. Each dish will never disappoint diners. There
is also Thai Dance show every Thursday and Sunday evening.

NIKKI BEACH CLUB

WHY GO?
At Nikki Beach Club it was recently named as the #1 Sexiest Beach Bar on Travel Channel’s World’s Sexiest Beach Bar List. It is one of the
few places on the island where you can sip champagne and cocktails at noon while enjoying the ambiance accompanied by the
international choices of food, live music and entertainment. There are also weekly events which include Cinema on the Sands which
happens every Wednesday evening at 8pm, as well as the Amazing Sunday Brunch from 11am to 4pm.
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